Millcroft Men’s Section

Opening Scramble Tournament
Wednesday April 27 ,2022
First Tee: 2:30
**ENTRY FEE: $10.00**
A fun and friendly way to kick-off a new season of competition…
RULES & FORMAT
A scramble game where teams of 4 players compete using a combined “Shamble” and
“Texas Scramble” format. Think of it as a scramble off the tee but then "regular golf"
after that – the team selects the best ball position off the tee, everyone plays their
second shot from there, and then finishes the hole playing "regular golf" with their own
ball. The following rules will apply:
1. Each team member tees off in any order – from the BLUE TEE Box.
2. From each of the tee shots played, the team selects one as the team’s ball position
for their next shot and marks it – the other balls are picked up and moved to play
their second shot from the selected spot, in any order of play they wish.
3. Ball placement for each second shot must be within one club grip length of the
selected ball position, with no improvement to the lie and no closer to the hole,
meaning if the selected position is in the rough, the fringe, or a hazard then all
second shots must be played from that same surface even if a one club distance
would put it on a better surface.
4. After each second shot, players continue to play all other shots for the rest of the
hole with their own ball where it lands (i.e. “regular golf”)
5. SCORING: Record the best three (3) gross scores per hole - NO GIMMES
6. For 4-man teams, you must use at least 3 tee shots from each player during the
round, with at least one (1) on a PAR 3 hole. Please mark your card accordingly.
7. For 3-man teams, you must use 4 tee shots from each player during the round, and
at least one (1) must be on a PAR 3 hole. On each hole record the gross score for
each player, and a “blind man” score will be added after the round by the Convener
to calculate a four-man team total.
8. Hole-in-one counts as a ‘3’ (total for the team).
Please hand in your scorecard to the golf shop ASAP after the round – see a SAMPLE
SCORE CARD for reference on the next page.
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The tournament coordinator will prepare the “Team of 4” scorecards, and the teams will
be set up with best efforts made to create groupings of equal overall handicap totals –
that’s as good as it can be!
Enjoy!
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